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DIGEST

Agencyjproperly accepted a proposal for a time-and-materials
contract which set forth a pricing -scheme that discounted
the cost of labor to be charged to the agency during the
performance of the contract depending on the [DELETED].

DECISION

AAIsEngineering-Support Incorporated lA-A) protests Uhe
award '-of a contract to D~ynamic Sciece, Inc.#(SSI), under
(request for proposals (RFP) No. DAAD057 93-R-0093, issued by
the D~epartment 'of the Army for artillery testizii services at
the Combat Systems Test Activity (CSTA), Aberdeen, Maryland.
AAI, the incumbbnt'contractor, argues that the agency
improperly considered a discount set forth in DS1's cost
proposal in determining that DSI had submitted the
lowest-priced, technically acceptable offer.

We deny the protest.

'The&de'cision iosued on November 16, 1994, contained
proprietary information and was subject to a General
Accounting Office protective order. This version of the
decision has been redacted. Deletions in text are indicated
by "[DELETED]."
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The 81'? contemiplated the award of an indefinite qtiintity
timeranid-m~te~als contract for a base odhtiz~tt period of
1 yeartwith fo-ur l~year options. The contractor will
proqvidei, as specified by the individuaj. delivery :orders
issued Cinder'the contract, all personnel, managemtent,
transportation, material, and certain equipment to perform
artillery support associated with acceptance and development
testing of weapons, ammunition, and armor. The RFP provided
that award would be made to the responsible offeror
submitting the lowest-priced, technically acceptable offer.

The ~RFP requested the submission of tedlini~ail, md-ment,
and'cost proposals, and provided'ditailed instructions with
regard to the prepatation of proposals. The-solicitation
provided an estimated level of effort of l35i5O0 hours for
the ba'se year and for each of the optio n years of the
contiact. .The RFP'required that offeroriscom-Plete the price
sch~diile ihibluded in the solicitation and submit cost data
detailing~the elemehts of their proposed prices, The RFP
also'provided a breakdown by labor category of the
135f/500 hour per year estimated level of effort (e.
program manager--200O hours), and requested that offerors
provide their filced hourly rates for each of the eight labor
categories set forth in the RFP.

Thet agenc8y-receivsed six proposals, including teroposals
Of<AAI -and DSIiby,~,the RFP's closing 'date of January 20,
1994, -The piboposal~sof DSI and two other offeY'obrs were
f6urnd-to'-be t'echni~cally acceptable and the'p r~posals of
AA arid~'to ot6her offerors were foud to be t~chnically
uniaccept'ible but capable of being made acceptable. All
six offers were Included in the competitive range.
Discussions were held, and best and final offers (BAFO)
were received and subsequently evaluated as technically
acceptable.1

The cost proposdls'--isubmifti~d by bdth DSI -and' A`A'I set forth
pricA.Wg, schemes 'wkhfbh discoijnted (using diff~rieht -methods)
the-labor 6osts tObe cliirged to the agie'ncy '(DELETED 1. In
c6ndiibti-ng its4\price analysis, the agency reviTwe'd'and
accepted th iscoRunfts offered by both AAI iiid DSI in their
cost proposals,,-with AAI's proposal-being considered at a
price-of $11,375~,059, and DSI's proposal beitig considered at
a price-of $9,163,141. The other offers received (which did
not offer similat discounts) ranged in price from
$11,389,308 to $13,731,398. The agency made award to DSI as
the offeror submitting the lowest-priced, technically
acceptable offer.

'one offeror withdrew from the competition and did not

submit a BAFO'.
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DSI explained in its cost proposal that it had based its
proposed price on the total- hours set forth in the RFP, and
that because of its "knowledge of the current marketplace
and this particular program" and "plans and procedures to
maximize efficiency and provide a highly productive work
force," it was offering "a discount [DELETED]

ThIe agency'explains, and the-record makes clear, that the
agency wasgaware during its evaluation of DSI's cost
proposal tiat DSI's priciing strategy was basgd, at least in
part, on [DELETED]. Because of this, the requiring activity
(the CSTA in Aberdeen, Maryldica) was tasked with verifying
that (DELETED]) This verification was completed during the
conduct of the produrement, [DELETED) ,2 The agency
concludes that because [DELETED] verified as accurate, DSI's
offer was properly determined to be low in price under the
terms of the solicitation.

AAI argues that because DSI's cost proposal incorporated the
diicoiunt feature discussed above, it was not prepDared in
accoirdance with the terms of the RFP and shbuld have been
rejected,33Even if-we were to agree with the-protester
that DSIts-cost proposal deviated from the terms of the
solicitation, we would not object to the agency's acceptance
ofDSI's offer because, under the circumstances here, the
acceptance of DSI's proposal did not prejudice AAI. Terg
Tek Int'l, Inc., B-228548, Feb. 10, 1988, 88-1 CPD 9 132.

This is so be6ause, as indicated above, AAI's cost proposal
included a pricing scheme which also discounted, using a
different method, the cost of labor to be charged to the
agency (DELETED]

As Ehe-foregoing demonstrates, AAI-clearly interpreted the
RFP as permitting~'fferors. to propose pricing schemes which
discount the cost of- labor:2to b1e" 6fharged to the agency
(DELETED]. Consequently, AAI should not now-be permitted to
argue that DSI's proposal should'be rejected because DSI
also included a method to discount the cost of labor to the
agency; the integrity of the protest process does not permit
a protester to espouse one interpretation of a solicitation

2After this protest was filed, CSTA again reviewed the
[DELETED] again verified (DELETED].

3The-protester actually argues that the agency should have
rejected DSI'srproposal as "nonresponsive" because of the
discount offered by DSI in its price proposal. However,
responsiveness is a concept related to sealed bidding, not
negotiated procurements. Noslot Cleaning Servs., Inc.,
B-251264, Mar. 18, 1993, 93-1 CPD ¶ 243.
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during the procurement, and then argue during a protest that
the interpretation is unreasonable. See Picker Int'l, Inc.,
B-249699.3, Mar. 30, 1993, 93-1 CPD 91 275; Xerox Corp.,
GSBCA 9862-P, 89-2 BCA 9 21,652, at 108,923, 1989 CPD $ 68,
at 21,

AAI nevertheless argues that the agency should not have
considered DSI's discount in evaluating PSI'S price, and
that DSI's price should be considered without the discount.
AAI calculates that DSI's price without the discount would
total (DELETED] . We disagree.

In our view, the 'agency acted-properly in considering DSI's
proposed discoiut-in determining DSI's proposedpiice,
Firstfas a genberalmatter,,'there is nothing improper about
the agency's decision to accept a contraefor'.s offer to
waive or'discount dern chares Se aifiax Tchnical
S67vs., Inc., 1324 6236,6; et ale., Jan. 24, -1994,_94-1 CPD
9 '30.,-'_The~rec6rd fefre shows that the agency carefully
reviewed and fullyL:understood DSI's cost proposal including
DSI's pjrSoposed discount. In this regard, the agency was
fullylcbgnitzant that DSI's discbdntddprice was._cont.'.ngent
on [DELETED]. In other words, the agendy knew Ehere was a
risk tihat DSI's ;offered discount would'noE;be obCained if
(DELETED] z4iHoweVer, the agency verified and-reverified that
its(DUELETEDI were accurate, andthetprot6ster hasqjnot
substdhtiv ly.cffalleiged the accuracy of't e-[DELETED).
Moreover, DSI-i--'-&-luated'price islconsiderably lower than
AAI's evalatedmprice, which is also contingent on (DELETED]
and-lower still-than the rricess-offered by,-the other
competitors. Under the circumstances, we agree that the
agency could reasonably find thatsDSII s proposal represents
the lowest overall cost to the agency, and therefore, that
DSI had submitted the lowest-priced, technically acceptable
offer in response to the RFP. See SIMSHIP Corp.,
B-253655.2, Dec. 2, 1993, 93-2 CPD 9 293.

The protest is denied.

Robert P. Murphy
General Counsel.

4DSI's price without the discount is actually [DELETED] when
the (DELETED] contract line items are considered.
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